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Your Luxury 
Yacht!

It’s a beautiful sunny day and you have just been chauffeur driven to a private marina. 
You climbed out of the limo and are now standing on the dock looking around at the 
beautiful boats that are moored on either side of you. Some are small and compact, 
perfect for fishing trips, while others look like floating houses, towering above the skyline. 
All of them gleam a bright white in the sunshine.

You can hear the sound of waves lapping against the hulls of the boats, it’s gentle and 
rhythmic and you can feel yourself relaxing. Your shoulders ease and a smile spreads 
across your face. You’re already settling into the holiday spirit.

There’s a soft cooling breeze coming off the water, it’s a welcome relief as it brushes 
against your warm skin. It brings with it the smell of salt and the sense of freedom. All 
you want to do is get out onto the water. You wonder where your boat is.

At the very end of the long dock, you can see a beautiful yacht and feel yourself 
drawn to it. You decide to take a closer look and walk towards it, your footsteps echo 
off the creaking wooden boards of the dock beneath you. 

You stop by the yacht and look in through the smoked glass windows. You can make 
out a luxurious looking interior of polished wood, cream and gold. As you’re peering in, 
the captain steps up onto the deck. You jump back, a little embarrassed to be caught 
spying; but he smiles and welcomes you onto the boat, gesturing for you to come on 
board. 

With his permission, you set foot onto the gang plank, and with the sound of ringing 
metal, you walk onto the yacht. 

You expect to feel the gentle rocking motion of the boat beneath your feet, to be 
aware that you are no longer on solid ground; but it’s like stepping into a five star hotel, 
you can’t even tell you’re floating on water. Looking around you, you see the luxurious 
interior of the yacht and you can’t wait to explore.
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You are standing on the open deck at the back of the boat and you see there is a 
table and chairs, perfect for sitting and enjoying the sunshine. You’re tempted to 
settle down and relax; but you notice stairs leading up to the top deck as well as a 
large glass door that open onto a luxurious lounge, complete with plush cream sofas, 
electric lamps and flat screen television. As you walk in, your feet sink into the soft thick 
carpet and with muffled footsteps you head further into the yacht. There is a large 
window which spans the length of the room and you head over to take a look at the 
spectacular view over the ocean. 

On the other side of the room is a gleaming mahogany bar, you can see there are rows 
of bottles, a tower of drinks cans and a bottle of champagne resting in an ice bucket, 
just waiting to be opened. You go across and help yourself to your drink, surprised that 
there are real cut glasses to pour your drink into. For some reason you expected it to all 
be plastic.

But then you shouldn’t be that surprised because at the other end of the room there is 
a dining table set for dinner with china plates and fresh flowers, the sun shines in through 
the window, making the silverware sparkle.

The captain walks past you, heading to a door in the far wall. You follow and look 
through to the Helm Station. You can tell from the glowing electronic panels that this is 
where the Captain will sit to sail the boat. He sits down behind a black steering wheel, 
settling into a large leather seat and you watch as he touches one of the screens 
making adjustments. 

You look past him, through the windows at the front of the boat and can see a wide 
expanse of blue ocean and you feel a thrill of excitement. All you want to do is set off 
and as if sensing your impatience, the captain starts the yacht’s engines with a gentle 
almost imperceptible rumble. You feel the boat begin to move, heading out to the 
open water, leaving the marina far behind.
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You watch as the boat ploughs through the water, sailing towards a constantly moving 
horizon and you feel the cares of dry land leaving you behind. While you’re on the 
yacht, you’re completely carefree.

You turn and head back into the main lounge, excited to continue your discoveries. 
There are stairs leading up and down, and you’re not sure where to head first. You 
decide to start at the bottom and work your way up. Taking the far stairs you head 
down into the hull of the boat.

You weren’t sure what to expect; but you are greeted by a gleaming kitchen, with 
sparkling silver appliances, marble counter tops and a team of kitchen staff who are 
busy preparing a meal for you. They smile and nod and you watch as they move 
around the compact kitchen, chopping, slicing and frying; but never seeming to get in 
each other’s way. The food smells amazing and you feel your stomach rumble. 

It looks like you’ve got some time before it’s all ready, so you turn and head back up 
the stairs. This time you cross the lounge, unable to resist running your hand across the 
soft silk cushions as you pass the sofa.

Climbing the stairs you admire the rainbow sparkles of the chandelier and can’t really 
believe it’s all onboard a boat! You reach a corridor with solid wood doors leading off 
on either side. You open the first one and step into the Master Cabin.  The room is in the 
stern or the back of the yacht and takes up the largest space, so it will be perfect for 
you to relax in.
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It’s a beautiful bedroom and wouldn’t be out of place in a luxury hotel.  The large 
double bed looks inviting; you walk across and trace your finger over the patterned 
gold brocade of the coverlet. There are even fresh flowers on the dresser and 
chocolates on the pillows. 

There’s a wardrobe in the corner of the room and you open it to discover it’s full of 
designer clothes, all in your size. Running your hand over the soft material you can’t 
wait to try them on.

Closing the wardrobe once more you cross the room to the far door and open it to 
reveal a marble bathroom, with full bath and shower. On the counter top is a range of 
beauty products, everything you could possibly want, and all from exclusive boutiques. 
You open a bottle at random and smell the subtle fragrance. You close your eyes for 
a moment and on opening them again you see your reflection grinning back at you 
in the mirror. You are beyond happy! With a sense of bliss you almost float out of the 
bathroom and leave the bedroom behind, to explore the other rooms on the upper 
deck.

Every time you open a door, you reveal yet another bedroom; each one is decorated 
in its own unique style, with en suite bathroom. There’s more than enough space if you 
want to ask friends to join you on your holiday.  Going across to one of the windows, 
you see that the marina is no longer in sight and you decide to head out to enjoy the 
sunshine.
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You find another flight of stairs leading upwards and you climb them, coming out into 
the sunshine. You’re standing on the flybridge, at the very top of the boat and the view 
is magnificent. You can see for miles and miles in all directions. Doing a slow turn you 
realise that you’ve left land far behind and all you can see if pure blue water and crisp 
white waves as far as the eye can see.

Up here there are loungers spread out, perfect for enjoying the sun.  There is also 
another control deck for the captain to use, or maybe even for you to have a go at 
sailing the yacht later on! From the back of the boat, you notice a glimmer of turquoise 
and walk across to see a round Jacuzzi, just waiting for you to enjoy. You can’t resist 
kneeling down and dipping your hand in the warm water. 

Now it’s your time to relax on the yacht. You can sit on one of the loungers and enjoy 
the sun, go back down to your cabin and can change into your swimwear for a dip in 
the Jacuzzi or you can continue to explore the boat. The choice is yours. Just relax and 
have fun.
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Since we are sailing the high seas what would be more perfect than boat shaped 
foods - you can scoop almost anything out to create a boat container - here are some 
examples - potato skins, butternut squash, pepper halves, pineapples, melons. You can  
even use pitta pockets as miniature boats. Fill your “boats with all sorts of things, both 
sweet and savoury - for example salad (vegetable, rice, pasta, fruit) or ice cream.

Potato Boats

Ingredients - per person
• Jacket potato - cooked
• Milk
• Cheddar Cheese, grated 
• Salt & Pepper
• Chives, chopped
• Sour cream, salsa or supermarket selection of dips, optional

Instructions
1. Take the potato, then cut it in half lengthways. Scoop out the cooked potato into a 
bowl; but keep the skins. 

2. Mash the potato down with milk and seasoning - as if you were making mashed 
potato. 

3. Mix in some of the grated cheese to taste - a strong cheese will need less added.

4. Scoop the potato back into the skins, then sprinkle with some more cheese. 

5. Put the loaded skins onto a baking tray and then cook under a hot grill until the 
cheese has melted  and they begin to bubble.

6. Take them out; but be careful as they will be very hot! Sprinkle with the chives and 
serve with the dips.

Boat
Recipes
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Banana Boats aka Banana Splits

Ingredients - per person
• Banana
• Ice cream, frozen yogurt or sorbet
• Toppings - you choose - here are some suggestions! Whipped cream, chopped nuts, 
sprinkles, chocolate drops, mini marshmallows maraschino cherries, sauces: chocolate, 
toffee, strawberry

Instructions
1. Take the banana, peel it and then cut it lengthways, so that you have two long thin 
halves. Don’t worry if they aren’t perfectly eve, that’s where the topping comes in to 
cover it all up!

2. Arrange the halves in a wide bowl or on a small side plate.

3. Scoop two or three balls of ice cream or equivalent and arrange the scoops in 
between the banana halves.

4. Then top with lots of yummy treats. Go crazy and have fun!
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Explore your Yacht
Take the virtual tour - www.pearlmotoryachts.com/motor-yachts/pearl-60/

Yachts in Movies - who knew there were so many!
• Overboard  - my favourite yacht movie
• Syrianna
• The Island
• Fool’s Gold
• Bourne Identity
• Two weeks notice
• Clear and Present Danger 
• Indecent Proposal 
• Swept Away
• Donnie Brasco 
• Rush Hour 2 
• Hitch
• Some Like it Hot
• The Greek Tychon 
• 2 Fast 2 Furious
• Transporter 2

You can always count on James Bond for a luxury yacht....

• 007 Never Say Never Again 
• 007 GoldenEye  
• 007 The Living Daylights 
• 007 Casino Royale 

Now only watch these if you won’t freak out during your time on the yacht....

• Into the Blue
• Dead Calm
• Open Water

Fun 
Things
To Do!

http://www.pearlmotoryachts.com/motor-yachts/pearl
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Books 
These are not very cheery reads, don’t worry there are more upbeat suggestions later 
in the holiday

• Life of Pi by Yann Martel 
• The Rime of the Ancient Mariner by Samuel Coleridge
• Moby Dick by Herman Melville
• The Road by Cormac McCarthy 
• Adrift by Steve Callahan
• Sailing Alone Around the World by Joshua Slocum’s

More sailing books... www.bookmarksmagazine.com/Crackerjack/Crackerjack1to20.html

To Make
 
Origami Boats - www.origami-instructions.com/origami-boat.html

Walnut Boats -  www.redtedart.com/2011/02/23/kids-get-crafty-walnut-boats/

Ice Cube Boats - http://alphamom.com/family-fun/crafts/sail-into-summer-with-ice-cube-
boats/

http://www.bookmarksmagazine.com/Crackerjack/Crackerjack1to20.html
http://www.origami-instructions.com/origami-boat.html
http://www.redtedart.com/2011/02/23/kids
http://alphamom.com/family-fun/crafts/sail
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You can keep 
having fun with new 
adventures ...
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Enjoy them now. Go 
to clairewade.com

http://clairewade.com/shop

